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Potholes are just terrible.

They’re dangerous to drivers and 

pedestrians, and they often lead to 

accidents and severe traffic.

They’re everywhere. It’s hard for 

authorities to track them all,

as they pop up every minute.as they pop up every minute.

PotholesXYZ is a crowdsourcing 
mobile framework portable to any 

mobile app.  It detects pavement faults 

while you’re driving.  Then, it puts 

detected potholes on the map accessible 

to other drivers and authorities in 

charge, so they can fix them early.

Coming soon: Contact:  info@potholes.xyz

How It Works: 

PotholesXYZ mobile app employs unique PotholesXYZ mobile app employs unique 

and patent pending mobile technology, 

which combines the use of various 

smartphone sensors such as magnetometer, 

GPS, gyroscope, and accelerometer to detect 

and map up to 20 types of road pavement 

defects of all sizes.

PotholesXYZ collects crowd sourced data. PotholesXYZ collects crowd sourced data. 

It is available for drivers as a stand-alone 

mobile app, as well as in the form of 

portable Mobile SDK provided for in-app 

integration with navigation apps such as 

Google Maps or Waze, auto insurance apps, 

or any driving related app such as Uber, 

Lyft, or AAA.

Detected pavement faults data is being 

stored and dynamically updated on 

PotholesXYZ server. The data is available on 

the subscription basis to interested parties 

such as auto insurance companies and 

transportation authorities.

Who Benefits:

Drivers and Motor Transport Companies: 
PotholesXYZ app alerts drivers on the potholes ahead. 

Additionally, PotholesXYZ collaborates with auto insurance Additionally, PotholesXYZ collaborates with auto insurance 

companies to provide discounted individual and corporate 

insurance policies to drivers installing the app and contributing to 

the crowdsource data collection.

Auto Insurance Companies:
According to According to 2014 survey by IIABA, poor road conditions have 

cost consumers and the insurance industry at least $27 billion over 

a five year period.

By providing preventive data to authorities in charge of road 

repairs, PotholesXYZ helps decrease losses incurred by insurance 

companies as a result of injuries and damages from potholes.

Transportation Authorities: 
According to According to Daily News, NYC paid $138M in 2014 to settle 4,000 

lawsuits over injuries and damages from potholes. 

PotholesXYZ provides permanent access to massive, preventive, 

and dynamically updated real-time data on the potholes and other 

road pavement damages, so the transportation authorities can fix 

them early and on the lower budgets.



PotholesXYZ is a work in progress. The patent application is pending with USPTO. The server-side 
development has been started in April 2022, and is planned for completion in the first quarter of 2023. 
Mobile apps for iOS Android, and Windows are planned for release by the end of 2023.  

PotholesXYZ team welcomes strategic partners and financial collaborators. Please, feel free to connect with 
us at info@potholes.xyz. 




